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 Today we share 2 classic Bible stories about food, and feeding people. It’s no 

coincidence that today is “World Food Sunday”. And of course, here in Canada we 

celebrated Thanksgiving just last weekend. How many of us enjoyed a wonderful meal 

with friends and family? How many of us are still full? Perhaps nobody hear even wants 

to hear about food right now. Perhaps by the end of this reflection you will realize I’m not 

really talking about food at all. But I’m getting ahead of myself. 

 Well, let’s start with the more straight-forward story. The story of the feeding of 

the 5000 people. It’s such a classic. But like any good, well-known story, there are 

multiple ways to understand it. I count at least 4, and perhaps you know others. The 4 

views of the story come from the fact that nothing in the story explains what actually 

happened. In particular, the story does not tell us what Jesus actually does. And that gives 

us space to put ourselves into the story in different ways. Let’s see if I can remember all 

4. 

 One way to read the story is that it was a miracle. Jesus waved his magic wand 

and food appeared. But the story in Matthew doesn’t say that. The story does not say - for 

example - that Jesus turned rocks into bread. Actually, the miracle that I always wondered 

about is where did they find the 12 baskets for the leftovers? I mean, who brings empty 

baskets into a deserted place? 

 Another way to read the story is to realize that people are not stupid, and if they 

followed Jesus into a deserted place, they would have all brought food themselves. 

Everyone was fed because they had all brought food themselves. 

 A third way to read the story is similar, but perhaps not everyone had brought 

food. Some people brought food, but others did not. There was enough food in total, and 

the miracle that happened was that somehow Jesus encouraged those who had brought 

food to share with those who had not brought anything. To me, that’s the most miraculous 
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way to understand the story anyway, especially given that today we face a similar 

dilemma. There is enough food to feed the entire planet with healthy food, but we have a 

big problem sharing. Which is how it comes to be that today approximately 1 billion 

people are malnourished and 1 billion people are obese and overweight.  

 And the fourth way to read the story? The fourth way is to read the story as an 

analog. In the story, the way that Jesus hands out bread and fish resembles most closely a 

communion distribution, “Taking the five loaves and the two fish, Jesus looked up to 

heaven, and blessed and broke the loaves, and gave them to the disciples, and the 

disciples gave them to the crowds.” That sounds a lot like how we do communion right 

here. Perhaps the story is really a metaphor of Jesus sharing his ministry, including 

communion, and the 12 baskets represent the 12 tribes of Israel. 

 How do you like to read the story? Perhaps one of you has another way to read 

the story? For me - as always - the important question is - how can we read the story in a 

way that is most meaningful to us today? And perhaps the most meaningful way to read 

the story is to start by realizing that it’s not about food. At all. Perhaps food was just just 

an example of something broader, an example that people in Jesus’s day could relate to. 

Why on earth is Rev. Paul suggesting that a story about feeding people isn’t about food? 

 Well, I won’t answer that question directly. Let’s discuss the other story. The 

perhaps even more famous story of the sheep and the goats.  

 But first, on a completely-unrelated note, I have an opportunity for you all. This 

week I went online and bought 2 tickets, which I want to raffle off right now. The first 

ticket gives you a 15 minute meeting over coffee right here in Rexdale (or a telephone 

call if that’s more convenient) with our next Prime Minister. You will have the honour of 

buying a coffee for the Prime Minister. Where shall we start the bidding? [fake bidding 

happens]. Great. Now the other ticket gives you a 15 minute meeting over coffee with 

one of the people who live on the streets of Toronto. You will have the honour of buying 

coffee for a person of unknown but likely of dubious status. Where shall we start the 

bidding? Wait - are you saying you would rather buy a coffee for a person of status and 

power than buy a coffee for a person with no status or power? You do know that the 

powerful person can buy their own coffee, right? Interesting. 
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 Now - the second story. In the story, Jesus separates people into two groups - 

metaphorically. Sheep and goats. And here’s the funny thing. What makes you a sheep or 

a goat is not how you behave. The same actions can lead a person to be either a sheep or a 

goat. All of the people in this story fed people, gave people drinks, and visited others. 

What makes you a sheep or a goat is based on who you recognize in your own society. 

That’s why the sheep had to ask “Lord, when was it that we saw you hungry and gave 

you food, or thirsty and gave you something to drink?” The sheep fed everybody, and 

sometimes, Jesus was present in their midst through hungry people. The goats on the 

other hand, never fed hungry people. They fed people of power, people of influence. 

That’s why the goats ask the same question, “Lord, when was it that we saw you hungry 

or thirsty or a stranger or naked or sick or in prison, and did not take care of you?” 

 The problem with the goats is not that there were not generous. But they were 

only generous to people of status, wealth, and power. They did not recognize Jesus in 

their midst when the person right in front of them had no status. I think it’s in the musical, 

Godspell, where the disciples say, “Lord, if we have known it was you, we would have 

treated you better.”. If the goats had known that a person of status was present, of course 

they would have fed them. Jesus says that people of status can take care of themselves, 

we - the sheep - have more important work to do helping people who actually need help. 

 Or - to be far too blunt - sheep would have payed a lot for the second ticket I was 

raffling off, and would not have cared about the first ticket at all. Sheep would say, “Let 

the PM buy his own coffee, I’m too busy buying coffee for someone who actually needs 

it.” 

 And here’s the great news. I don’t actually have any tickets to sell. But we do not 

need a ticket - or permission - to go into our own community, find someone who looks 

hungry or thirsty, buy some food and then share the meal, your time, and your heart with 

that person. You have nothing to lose but an hour and a few dollars. You have nothing to 

gain but new life, or the kingdom, or something like that. 

 As it says in James “If a brother or sister is naked and lacks daily food, and one of 

you says to them, ‘Go in peace; keep warm and eat your fill’, and yet you do not supply 

their bodily needs, what is the good of that?” (James 2:15-16). We are called to act out 
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our love, not to judge and then ignore people without status.  

 There are so many applications of this message that we as a Canadian society 

should all embrace. But I suppose I shouldn’t talk about that today, given that our federal 

election is tomorrow. I wouldn’t want to accidentally mention that giving tax breaks to 

the rich makes you look like a goat or perhaps some other animal that has horns. I 

certainly don’t want to say that subsidizing wealthy corporations makes you a goat. I 

definitely would not want to slip up and say that taking money from the poor to feed the 

wealthy is a goat move. I don’t want to talk about that stuff at all today. So let me just 

invite us to hope and pray that our next government is one that not only talks good, but 

does good too, particularly for and with those with limited power and status.  

 And what does this mean right here in Rexdale, in 2019? In our story, the actions 

that sheep are expected to do are: 

• feed the hungry and give drink to the thirsty - we have lots of food insecurity 

issues right here in Rexdale 

• welcome strangers - we have lots of new immigrants and recent refugees here 

• provide clothing to the naked 

• take care of the sick - we can always provide comfort at least 

• visit people in prison - too bad that the Toronto West Detention closed. 

What do you think of that list? Presumably, that list was meaningful in Jesus’s time and 

place. But I would encourage us all to imagine beyond that list. Are there things on that 

list that we no longer need to do? Are there other activities we would add to the list? For 

Rexdale. For 2019. 

[discuss and ask] 

 Don’t worry, I can hear the murmurs from here. We are small. We are poor. We 

are weak. Rev. Paul is nuts. What are we really expected to do here in Rexdale, in 2019 

beyond what we are doing? Well, that is our reality to some extent. But I want to leave 

you with 2 gifts. One from Jesus, and one from mathematics. 

 In the story of the feeding of the 5000, after Jesus suggests that the disciples 

should feed the group, “They replied, ‘We have nothing here but five loaves and two 

fish’.” And how did Jesus respond? Jesus said, well, get started anyway. Start with 5 
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loaves and 2 fish. Don’t think about whether you have enough, just begin. Now. 

 And here is the gift from mathematics . If we think we are small and have nothing 1

to contribute, consider this: 

If we make our “normal” effort of 100% to reach out to others, and we do that every day, 

in 1 year we will likely be doing exactly what we are doing today. Mathematically, we 

can express this as 

!  

But what if we can imagine making a very small extra effort, perhaps only 0.1%. We 

could probably do that, right? If you can make 0.1% additional effort every day (0.1% 

more than the day before), after a year, we actually get somewhere. 

!  

With a 0.1% extra effort every day - and the compounding effect, that 0.1% leads to an 

increase by the end of the year of 44%. Not bad, right? 

 The phrase used to be “brother, can you spare a dime?” Today I want to ask 

“brothers and sisters, can you think of others 0.1% more every day?” Can you spare some 

change? Specifically, can you spare a change of 0.1%? That’s enough to get started. Let’s 

go! 

Amen.

1.00365 = 1.00

1.001365 = 1.44

 This may not be very meaningful without the presentation shown during worship, but I hope it makes 1

sense without my hand-waving
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